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It☂s OFFICIAL ☜You☂ve never had it so good!☝
We have now completed our analysis of the financial will worsen in the period.

results for 1 995 of companies operating in the UK software Outsourcing in all its guises - FM, AM. |T agency staff etc.

and computing services marketplace. The results - was the single most important reason for this major

surpassed even our highest expectations. growth. FM/AM grew by 45% to be worth £1.7billion in

The near 2000 companies actually grew their total 1995. The IT agency/bespoke development marketplace

revenues by 22%. We grew by 21% to

then stripped out the . be worth £1.65b.

effects of acquisitions > However there
(i.e. Sage☂s 100% ; was yet another

growth was in part due ☁ 5% decline in

to its French hardware

acquisitions). This maintenance

brought us to an revenues. Indeed

organic growth rate of the sad demise of

20%. DCM this month

Given that inflation coming on top of

was just over 2% for > Similar failures at

1995, in real terms this I SRH and

was the highest . Enterprise and

growth rate since our the current woes

records began ten at Wakebourne,

years ago. pay testimony to
Perhaps even more the chronic

encouraging, yet problems in this
again this year, the sector.

companies registered A | t h o u g h
an even higher growth Average Profits (PB-r) Growth software products

in non-UK revenues. . . registered a 12%

Revenues earned in Of SCSI compames Operating In UK increase,thiswas
Europe were up 23% ms for the second

and from the US and ☜" consecutive year
the rest of world up by less than the

38%. Sage, Coda, industry overall

JBA. Logica, CMG, growth rate.

Misys, Persona, Azlan Readers will know
and many others have that software

been actively growing products had

- both by acquisition been the lead

and organically - growth sector for

outside the UK. at least the last 20

UK revenues grew by _ 42* years. Price

15% ' higher than the mo ton tau tun 1890 mu in: ms nu ms companion is
16% we had predicted now intense and

and the 14% growth recorded in 1994. That means that any Internet users out there will know the truth of our
our industry is growing about six times faster than the forecast severalyears that product will eventually be free.
UK☂s GDP. It☂s the service which this enables you to use that will earn

And there seems no reason to expect any reversal in the the money - either by charges or advertising.
near term at least. We have increased our forecasts to a But with all the euphoria, there are some areas of concern.
17% growth for 1996. The latest CSSA Quarterly Trend The 180,000 staff employed by companies in ourdatabase
Survey also indicates optimism torthe next 12 months at increased their costs by 7% in 1995 - i.e. nearly three
record levels with just 3% of members believing business Continued page two
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Continued from page one

times the rate of inflation. This is the first time in ten years
when staff cost increases signi cantly exceeded inflation.
All the other external signs (job adverts, contractor rates
etc.) indicate that we are currently experiencing skill

shortages again. It is the more junior programmer and
analyst grades in most demand. This, we believe, can be
traced back to most companies pulling the plug on graduate

and other staff recruitment in the early 19905.

Staff costs made up the biggest part of total costs for most

of the companies in our database. It is therefore not

surprising that profit growth has fallen to 20%. Cost cutting
in 1991 had led to a major recovery in profits where growth
had faroutstripped revenue growth forthree year. Revenue
growth and profits growth were identical in 1995.

But this is quite healthy for a growing/mature industry such
as ours. A near 20% pa. growth in earnings is clearly a
very attractive proposition for investors too. in the last year
the c7O SCSI companies quoted on the London Stock
Exchange have outperformed the marketplace as a whole
fourfold with an average 80% increase in share prices.
Indeed the whole sector has received a 60%+ re-rating in
the last year. Regular readers will recall that we first
suggested "there has never been a better time to invest in
software andcomputing services☝in 1 991 . Since then our
share index has tripled. Given the re-rating and the

slowing in profits growth, we doubt the future will hold quite
such rich pickings.

Lynxprospers with Vistec,§' " '. '
Lynx Holdings☂ interim results for so mont
1996 Wereithe first to reflect} the Vista.
£26.2nj inject/Nov. 95); Revenues trip!   

 

£38131 with: as ' onth contribution from wsteo, a. ($931☝.
was Up180°loat £2.07m. Vistec had contributed about half
♥ £1.19rn ~ of the £2.45m operating profit, EPS increased
more modestly by 36%. But given the achi'sition,☁ thiswas
quite creditable. ' ' "

 

But it tacks as it both the old- and n'evypartsj of :Lynxidid
wetl. Vistec's "open systems software distribution business
exceeded expectations and continues torgain☁r'iew
franchises including Netscape☁s Internet premier range".
Lynx☁s existing operations ♥ :particutariy'thefinancial
Services and Human Resources software-buttresses ☂
put in a {strong performance: ' . '_ ☁1 v ' V
"Theseinterim results demonstrate the abilityol the; group
to generate good organic growth whilst at thezsame time
absorb substantial acquisitions☝. Looksrencouraging to us.
On-Demand Information ☜in profit by end1996☝
Revenues increased by 11% to £5.68m but losses were

largely static at £1.28m in the six months to 31 st January
1996. Chairman Graham Pouiter estimated that current
products would generate £20m revenues over the next

few years. The recent deal with BT had resulted in an up-
front payment of £1.1m.

in addition, On-Demand announced a £7m 2-for-25 rights
issue at 180p per share. "This will place the company at

the forefront 0! its targeted sectors within the burgeoning
information industry; the directors are con dent that the
company will secure a large and pro table share of the
business market".
Poulter still reckons that On-Demand will be back in profit
by the end of 1996.
On-Demand is currently valued at £94m. However, their
share price tell by 9% to end May 1996 on 170p.
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Revenue £1.9m £4.0m £7.0m
PBT £652K £1,893K n/av
Staff 15 35

, Customers 6

Metrics

 
 

Terence Chapman Group
Financial sector SCSI group Terence Chapman has
announced results for the six months to 29th February
96 showing "strong growth"with revenues of £6.4m and

PET of £869K. "The very strongprogress reflected in
these results is broadly based...Signiticant contracts in
the six month period include new customers Kleinwort

Benson Investment Management, Pmdential and A/Itel".
Revenues of £14,3m and PET of £2.3m are forecast for
the current year. We also reckon a float will take place
before long.
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MMT Computing rockets
We know you all get fed up with our ☜we toldyou so☝♥ type
reviews. But please reread our last five years☁ reviews of
MMT, Has there ever been a company more in line for a
re-rating? So please, it you missed out, don☂t blame us.
This month MMT reported PBT up 71% at £2.37m on
revenues up 28% at £8.26m for the six months to 29th
Feb. 96. Profits included a £256K capital gain on the sale
of the Sherwood stake. Even so operating profits
increased by 52% to £2.1m. EPS was up 76%.
Profits were fuelled by increased utilisation which has "now
returned to the high levels we enjoyed perhaps a decade
ago☝. "A depressed market dating back to the recession

had forced MMTto discount heavily, but improved trading
conditions recently had eased pressure on margins☝.
Forward order levels were strong and the company was
☜in exceptionally goodshape and we feel strong, confident
and optimistic for the foreseeable future". Let's face it,
Chairman do not often use words like that!
MMT's share price literally rocketed on these results (but
we hope that all readers would have seen this re-rating
coming long ago). MMT rose 110p to 479p on the day the
results were announced on 1st May 1996 and went onto
end May up 36% at 500p - twice the price on 1st Jan. 96.

"Comfortable" CMG Cor Stutterheim told the CMG
AGM that revenues and profits were ☜comfortably☝ on
target, although Germany ☜continues to be slow☝. 
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Citymax continues to prosper
Citymax was formed in 1985 out of the IT department of
stockbroker Buckmaster & Moore who held 51% of the
equity with the remaining 49% held in trust forthe staff. In
1987, B&M were acquired by Credit Suisse together with
the 51% stake in Citymax. In 1993 Credit Suisse bought
out the remaining 49% Citymax shares. Around 50% of
revenues come from Credit Suisse.

The company specialises in systems for the finance,
banking and insurance markets. They employ 400 staff in
four main locations, UK, US, Singapore and Egypt.

Citymax has established what is currently referred to as a
"software factory☝ in Cairo.
The accounts for the year to the 31st December 1995,

show revenue up10% to £19.25m with PBT increasing
33% to £763K - a 3.6% margin. EPS was up 40%.
CREST has created a major opportunity for Citymax with
theirAFlFlOW product which has "established itselfas the

market/eader". Both the US and Egyptian operations were

"positive net contributors to profits in 199 Staff number
have increased by over 100 to 400 in the year.
Ahamd Abu EI-Ata has been elevated to Chairman on the
appointment of Bob Trevor as CEO. He had been head of
their Arrow project since joining from CSC Index in 1995.

RM
We admit to a certain affinity with

RM. Back six years ago, in our
earliest editions, we interviewed

CEO Mike Fischerwhen he was just
coming to realise that hardware was
not where it was at anymore. ☜It's

☁ just another chip on the
motherboard"was the Fischer quote

, that, strangely, said it all.

Since then RM has moved to

become a true software and services supplier. They
became our hero when they repelled the Misys borders.

We think that their current chairman, John Leighfield, has
been the best CSSA President in a long while. One of a
very, very rare breed of new issues in Dec. 94 at 175p,
RM has been an excellent performer with the share price
a mere 180% to 485p by the end of May 1996.
Latest results for the six months to 31st Mar. 96 showed
revenues increasing 34% to £45.2m, PBT was up 27% at
£1.32m and EPS rose 25%. It looks as though they
increased their dominant market position over Acorn.
We could go through all the many sectors where RM has
increased revenues, but it is the Internet that is the real
(and probably undervalued) asset of RM. All the political
parties seem to be vying to be lT friendly - to schools in
particular. The fact that RM put their results up onthe
Internet before we got them on tax is to their credit.

LBMS still losssmaking . I. g
Atterthe profits warning in Feb. 96, whichsent the shares
crashing by 60%, :LBMS has reported an☝ improvement"
in the, last quarter -. although a £038 of £252K was still
recorded orthe yearto 30th Apr. 96 revenues increased
by 9% to 925.9311. Losses decreased from £5.25!!! to
£539K. »
We do not like the way that LBMS is decommian from
services to focus on its products. Service revenues were
GOWn 26% in Q4. This is a particular shame given that
even US investors now seemto be waking up to the high
value of such revenues.     June 1996 ♥_ System House __
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Sage - ☜boring☝ as
ever
Sage reported revenues

THE SAGE GROUP PLC up 42% at £71 .Bm, PBT up
37% at £16.1m and EPS up 33% for six months to 31st
March 1996. Cash increased from £6.1 m to £11.4m. This
was the usual, superb, "boring" performance we have

come to expect.
France is now (at £33.8m) the largest geographic unit
followed by UK (£27.1m) and the US (£10.9m). But the
US showed next to no growth.

Margins in the UK of 37% are twice those in France and
the US. However French margins had increased from 16%
to 19%. Interestingly sales of services and supplies to
existing customers grew by 47% to £32.6m - faster than
the 37% growth in primary softwaresales to £33.7m.
Sage notes that PC accounting software sales are
polarising into sales from retail outlets and sales via VARs.

Sage's "emphasis is increasingly being placed on selling
through specialist dealers and VAHs...characteristics
which have contributed so much to the Group's growth
and pro tability in recent years".
So what now? Goldman is ☜confident of achieving
satisfactory results☝when analysts expect PBT of £30m.
No further acquisitions are planned in France. but Sage
now wants to repeat the strategy in Germany where a
Saari sized acquisition is now expected. In the US
"something in the PC accountancy or software field" is
contemplated . Source ♥Computergram 2nd May 1996.

Sage shares are the best performing in our index - up a

staggering 16+-fold since 1989. They rose another 2%
this month.

  

Sanderson Electronics
Sanderson's results forthe six months to 31 st March 1996
were perhaps a little on the disappointing side. Revenues
were up 13% at £30.6m, PET was up 18% at £3.3m - a
margin of 10.8%. Recurring revenues from licences and

service increased to £11m - or around a third of revenues
in the half year. EPS advanced by 15%. All solid figures
but less than the market average. Cash at bank, however,

fell from £2.7m to £1.1m although net current assets

doubled.
Sanderson Pacific was back in profit
and contributed £775K operating profits
on revenues of £7.8m. Further
acquisitions, particularly in the
applications arena, are "patiently"
sought.

Sanderson continued to sponsor both

Southampton and Sheffield
Wednesday football teams which cost

22m a year. We do wonder if this is the

best use for such a large amount of

money.
Brokers forecast £6.4m PBT for the full year - Le. a
relatively low fowvard P/E of 15.6. If Sanderson could just
inject a little excitement, maybe they would get the re-
rating that we have long anticipated.
Footnote - readers may remember that we got forced
into suggesting a "tip for 1995"about 18 months ago. We
suggested Sanderson. It has doubled in price since -
although even we would not claim the credit! This month
founder and Chairman Paul Thompson sold half his
holding realising £7.5m - he retains 12%.
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Securicor has acquired Dopra Systems Integration tor
more than £8.8m. Dopra was an MBO from Dowty in
1992 and had revenues of £28m with particular
specialisation in the police market. Retail chain Software
Plus has called in the receivers with debts of c£1 m. Last
filed accounts to Sept. 94 showed revenues of £28m and
PBT of £46K. Compusys has bought the assets etc. of
Western Systems (Europe) which appointed the
receivers this month.
Software Design & Construction Ltd has sold its RTl☂
product business in an MBO to be known as Dealing
Object Technology Ltd.
Oxford Molecular has acquired US DPS, a subsidiary of
Cray Research, for £2.13m forthe lPRs to their UniChem
software. Cray reckoned UniChem had generated
revenues of around $1.1m in Europe, US and Japan.

Pegasus has acquired Inntec for £406K cash plus stock

plus £1.5m deferred. Inntec provides the EPOS retail

software product PayPoint. Inntec had revenues of £880K
and PBT of £67K in the year to 30th Sept. 1994 - the
latest available apparently!
Parity has acquired ☜privately owned ITtraining company"
Britech Services for £2m in cash. Given that IT training
is currently booming and that Britech had revenues of
£1.8m and PBT of £440K (i.e. a 24% profit margin!) this
looks like a real bargain and will make "a positive
contribution to Parity_profits in 1996".

Guardian acquires Allen Computers
ICL sold disaster recovery specialist Guardian to ECI/

Paribas in Dec. 94 for c£26m. In the yearto 31st Dec. 95
Guardian increased revenues by 25% to £10.84m and
operating profits by 14% to £2.4m. The high 24% margin
is consistent with previous years and thus earned by others

in this sector.
This month they have acquired Allen Computers (also
disaster recovery) from Cumulus Systems. Allen had
revenues of £623K and PET of £3K in the year to 31st
Mar. 95. Cumulus did not have the best of years. Revenue
was static at £3m with PBT down 40% at £150K.
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Unipalm, UUNet and MFS Communications
As it turned out Peter Dawe was pretty sensible to take
UUNet shares in exchange for Unipalm. You may
remember that his Unipalm company - best known as
the UK☂s leading lntemet access provider Pipex - had been
acquired in Nov. 95 in a deal which was originally valued
at £97m but, as it was linked to UUNet☂s share price, was

probably worth twice that when the bid finally closed.

On 1st May 1996 it was announced that US MFS
Communications had acquired UUNet for $2 billion (21.3
billion). James Crowe, CEO of MFS said "the combination
of our fibre optic networks and UUNet☁s Internet services

is a match made In heaven". Dawe has now resigned and
"is expected to further his career in politics☝.

MAID in the red
MAID announced a pre-tax loss of £1.42m (PBT £211K
last time) on revenues up amassive 59% at £4.5m for Q1
1996. New subscribers were up 225%.

Microvitec
Microvitec☁s Chairman James Bailey told the AGM this
month that sales in their financial sector for the first half
were at "record levels". The start of 1996 was
"encouraging" in the display division and "an exciting year

 

'r edeviel . , , _
will thenacco nttorarourid'aWo 'of total revenuesThe
operations-acquired add £23m revenues. generating

{avenues c} meftr'omgermany,☂

  

market leader in. the UK (with an estimated 40% share),
this acquisition, jwiil, make them market leader in'Europe »
too. Just the kind of3,☜.stick to the ignit ng☂étype acquisition
We 'iike Samoan; (and theygown-a/I their product It?st

' ant-ofwhich has been fuib'rexpensedy SCSI

 

£2.75m2p'ro'tit inthe' gleam 31☂stduly'esjnbou: half these
  

Kalamazoo torecasts PBT oi £5.88lfn tot the☁year tofstst
Mar. 96} down; onittje £628m lastyear -'. largely as a resutt
ofthe'ptin division. H'Z'pertormance issaid to be ☜slightly
aheadof the previous year". > ☂ ..
☁One ct theetteots oi this aoqoisition'wilt be to dilute the
holdingot the Kalamazoo Trust. As they are prevented
ttom taking up their entitlementunder the otter, their
,shareholdi'ng Will reduce from 050% to 40.5%. We would
'suspect-that☁this dilution is one of the more signi cant
impeded! the announcement as it lays to rest any past
'disagre☁ements'as to the future 'direétion of the company.

 

Sorry Russ
The base price for shares in Romtec when they were
launched onto AIM in April was 62.5p not 68p (the close
price at the end of the first day☂s trading) as stated in last
month's System House. This equated to a launch 17 PIE.
On 24th May Romtec announced a possible JV with a US
research organisation to offer a pan-European sales
tracking programme; still sticking to the IT sector. The
market reacted well to the both the new issue and the news.
Romtec closed May at a 54% premium to the issue price.

    System House _
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Maiden results from Triad exactly as forecast
We produced an in-depth review of one of the rare
recipients of a System House Baring Award - Triad
Group - when they went onto the Stock Exchange in
March. Results for the year to 31st Mar. 96 were exactly
as forecast in the prospectus. Le. profits (before float costs)
up 125% at £2.4m (PBT = 22.1 m) on revenues up 75% at
£11.7m. £2.8m of this increased revenue came from the
acquisition of Generic (IT staff agency) in Oct. 95. But
the "old" Triad also increased revenues by32% and more
than doubled profits to £2.1 m. EPS was up 115%.

They went to the market at 135p - equivalent to a forecast
P/E of 19. Since then the share price has risen by 76% to
end May on 238p. I.e. an historic P/E of 32! Beeson
Gregory are forecasting profits up 40% at £3.4m for the
current year or a P/E of 26.
And bluntly after years of arguing for a re-rating of IT
services companies, Triad☂s faultless record and the 40%+

forecast growth in earnings, we think such ratings are fully
justified. Indeed, if it wasn☁t for Outside influences like

elections, we might even consider them still too low!

rMe'ga deals,

   

  

 

We .donft usua'liy'comment☂oninew deals V V V V
US'JPillllorgan has outsourced'its IT in dea
evers'eve☁n☁ years. csc will handleth☁eepe V
London),Andersen Consulting geis'theAM bit news-r
and: BellvAtla'ntic get the network. There hat/e be '
over '20 Outsourcing deals worth segment: a Thai H
to'cate was theXerox/EDS deal Worth☁jssgctilion over
10 years. in 19119 onty two such deals were signed; in
1995. 2'4f☁me'ga" deals were concluded ☜Source pataquest;
I'Then [GLtogether with De La Rue,v_th'e trish Postpffi☁ce' V
and U$Eschet won a £1b/8 year project ted spank}.

run'the'bjenetits system for the Post O ic ' ' " '- ' ' ' '

   

  

Also this month the Govt. announced'that a consortium
including Capita Were on the short-list forfthe' bid for
HMSO, Which had revenues of £355mand operating
losses of £39.7m in 1995. Capita was also short-listed .-
along with CMG and lntegrls '7 to purchasethe Govt.
Chessington Computer Centre. ' V ' ☁ "
Vocalis, an M80 from from Logica, is to go for a full
listing in the near future. The Vocalis Operatta product
automates switchboard operation.

     

Director☂s costs
When you spend a year producing a 1700 page report
only to find that Sunday Business leads on just one minor
section - directors pay - under a"Fat Cats" headline and
a picture of Kevin Lomax with the caption "Lomax/oaded☝,

you can understand our annoyance. To those readers
mentioned in the article by Jonathan Moules, we can only
offer our condolences.

Our findings on director's pay were really rather positive:

- compared to a 7.5% rise in average staff costs, the
average highest paid director (HPD) earned just 5% more.
This is the first time the increase for directors has been

lower than staff in general.

- at an average of £99K, the average HPD☁s was dead in
line with the averages for all other industries according to
the recent Sedgwick Noble Lowndes survey.

- although (too) many HPD☁s remuneration related to
☜compensation for loss of of ce☝ in practically all other
cases any increases related to increased performance.

- total directors costs increased by 14% but only because
there were more directors as a result of the implementation
of the Cadbury recommendations.

- although Stephen Crown at British Data Management
headed our lists this was only due to the inclusion of a
£400K dividend which he shared with other shareholders.
ln Lomax☂s case, his remuneration of £314K looks
positively meagre - although he boosted it to £516K when
dividends were included.

Indeed, many of the highest payments were made up

mostly of dividends ratherthan remuneration. Otherentn'es
at the top of the list ♥ like Smallbone at Tangent who was
paid £399K in 1995 - owned over 90% of the equity
anyway.
Indeed the whole message this year is of restraint on the
one hand orwell deserved reward forsuccesson the other.
Certainly not a finding worthy of the Sunday Business
treatment.

Footnote: We would, however, like to thank Paul Taylor

(Financial Times 24th May 96), Jonathan Green-Armytage
(Computer Weekly), Computing and MicroScope, all of

30th May 1996, for their serious and considered reviews

of the 1996 Holway Report.

  

Ralfe-& Nolan 1 I
Rolfe at Nolan (R&N) shares have
more'than doubled in the last year. This
'is not surprising given thelatest results
for the year to 28!h Feb. 96 showing
revenues up 20% at 1817.1 m, PBT up
67% at £2.5m (a tasty 15% margin) and
EPSVup 84%. R&N is ☜the leading
deritiatives and treasury management
systems and service provider☝.
improvements were seen across the
board'w☁ith record trading volumes in
the European bureau operations and
reduced losses in the US. The
Lighthouse product has been instalfed
at Credit Suisse, which resulted in a
£800K licence payment and release of
£500K held in escrow. .
Current trading is said to be ☜we☝ on
target☝.

Rol
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Yet another record month 29m May. 96 SCSI Index
There really is no stopping the rise in our SCSI Index - up FTSE100
another 9% this month. That makes a 31% rise since 1st '
Jan 96 and a doubling of share prices since 1st Jan 95.

This month☂s star performer was newcomer Recognition
Systems (p12) with its 57% premium in just the first few MW☜ (29/4/95 ' 29/5/95)

. . From 15th Apr 89 +196.19% +83.86%0days oftradlng. ilIIAID (p7) put on 47 A. after reporting 2 FM" 15☁ Jan 90 #2131?☝ 69.55%
Six-fold Increase In losses. Wakebourne managed a 45% From 1st Jan 91 +31a.42% +74.77%
recovery after its appalling losses (p10). MMT Computing From 15! Jan 92 +183.47% +5145%
(p3) has doubled in 1996. At the other end of the scale me 15☁ Jan 93 ☜536% +3164?
F' t lost another 20°/ thus confirmin our concerns From 15☁ Jan 94 ☜740% ☜0☁45 A"acres °r _ 9 From 151 Jan 95 +97.57% +27.74°/.
over small Internet access prowders. From 161 Jan 96 +31.14%

 

S stem House SCSI Share P ces and Ca
Share pnos Share price

Share Price capitalisation Historic Ratio CSl Index % move % move
29/5/00 2 29/5/96 Em PIE CaJRev. 29/5/90 since 29/4196 in 1996

t: 164.10m 9505.74 0.60% 60.37%
2 172.20m . 2782.61 5.96% 26.73% £9.70m

BriiJsh Data Management 2 40.50111 . 1296.00 061% 30.65% -EO.30m
Capite £ 207.40m . . 11001.00 3.36% 29.47% £6.00m
Ceoardaia 1»: 59.70m 1 057.14 0.33% 17.47% £4.60m
Centregold 'r: 17.60m 320.00 -4.65% «24.07% -£0.90m
Clinical Computing 2 11.90m . 564.52 0.00% 125.01% £0.00m
GAG i 432.80m . 2337.93 25.09% 106.08% 俉56.80m
Coda £ 64.40m 1029.79 -6.56% 13.08% -£4.50m

2 32.00m 1600.00 6.33% 11.11% £1.90m
2 4.90m . 1111.11 13.64% 17.65% £0.59!"

Cray Electronics E 103.10m . 254.39 1.16% 4.02% £1.10rri
CRT £ 108.80m . . 1788.89 11.03% 40.00% £10.90m
Dcs Group 2 24.00m . . 2083.33 30.21% 66.67% £5.60m
Delphi Group E 122.40m . . 1975.31 1 3.74% 29.73% £14.80m
Division Group E 39.5mm . 2275.00 7.06% 20.87% £2.60m
DRS Data 0 Research E 12.30m _ 327.27 -2.70% 44.00% {0.40m
Sides 2 67.00m 0400.00 4.69% 22.37% 23.00111
Electronic Data Processing 2 25.70m . . 3000.61 2.08% 45.52% £0.50m
Fl Group 2 110.50m . 1697.07 10.40% 69.79% £10.40m
Firecrest i: 10.00m . 1500.00 -20.00% ~50.02% -£2.50m
Fiomerlcs E 5.63m . 1692.31 4.76% 17.02% £0.25m
Gresham Computing 2 23.20m _ 763.44 1.43% 69.05% £0.30m
INSTEM 2 7.80m . 1750.00 0.37% 1.16% £0.68m
JBA Holdlngs E 180.40m . 3306.25 5.80% 35.29% £9.90m
Kalamazoo t: 20.30m . 4005.71 31.19% 24.35% £6.90m
Kewlll E 61.10m . 1948.62 4.01% 40.46% £2.30m
Leermonth 8- Burchett £ 50.40m . 1941.67 27.32% -10.25% £12.70m
Loglce 2 302.10m . . 1660.27 0.60% 32.03% £30.60m
Lorlen E 19.10m . . 3350.00 36.73% 61.04% £5.10m
Lynx Holdings 2 79.00m . . 2075.00 0.00% 10.57% -£0.90m
Macro 4 2 99.40m . . 1935.40 10.34% 13.40% £9.40m
MAID 2 207.90m 2054.55 46.73% 35.93% £91.70m
McDonnell Is (MDlS) E 09.00m 342.31 20.27% 117.07% 21 5.00m
Micro Focus 2 140.40m . 4492.75 42.26% 64.60% -£19.70m
Microgen E 67.90m . . 735.04 -3.37% -3.91% -£2.40m
Mlcrovltec 6 53.40m 1 707.32 1 1.1 1 % 42.06% £5.30m
Misys f: 710.60m . 2007.06 4.35% 47.19% £29.60m
MMT r: 50.50m . 2976.19 35.07% 103.25% £15.40m
Moorepay i: 15.20m . 2409.64 43.04% 26.50% -£2.30m
MR Group 2 49.10m . 349.21 -2.22% 25.71% -£1.10m
MSB international 2 47.74m . 1236.84 23.68% 23.68% 29.1401
OmnlMedle E 16.00m 866.67 12.07% 0.00% £1.70m
On Demand . 2179.49 -9.09% 30.77% {1.7001
extord Molecular . 4462.50 16.67% 34.21% £36.10m
PHxP . . 721.97 4.73% 5.92% -£6.00m
Parilv . . . 14033.20 11.25% 52.57% £11.40m
Pegasus . . . 020.34 22.09% 44.76% £3.50m
Persona . . . 1 650.00 0.20% 4.04% £5.00m
Phonelink . . 1250.06 3.1 7% 2.63% £2.90m
Proteus . 000.95 1 5.63% -30.33% £1 0.40m
Quality Soltwere . . . 810.53 10.79% 63.05% £5.50m
Radius . . 557.97 1 3.24% 45.20% £2.60m
Real Time Control . . 6367.35 2.97% 76.27% £0.60m
Rebus . . 1 227.27 1 0.20% 22.73% 25.1 cm
Recognition Systems . 1571.43 57.14% 57.14% £10.80m
Riva , . 240.75 25.00% 20.60% £2.14m
RM . . 2771.43 0.21% 13.05% £0.10m
Bolts 0. Nolan , . . 3045.24 4.53% 20.07% £1.80m
Romtec . 1 536.00 26.32% 53.60% 21.0001
Sage Group . . . 17530.46 1.79% 40.31% £0.60m
Sanderson EIBCI'ONGS . 2025.53 7.79% 1 6.90% £4.90m
Same Group . 2075.47 -1 19% 23.13% -£11.20m

Sherwood . _ . 2350.33 4.04% 52.97% £0.90m
SOHVDO Consulting . . . 1631.58 -8.82% 7.64% -E1.00m
Standard Ple orms . 64.44 11.54% -12.1 2% £0.47m
Superecepe . 3095.96 43.33% 43.22% -£0.20m
Systems Integrated . 1060.37 1.67% 6.09% £0.20m
Total . . 556.04 7.1 4% 42.06% £0.20m
Trees . . . 192.00 4.35% 40.00% £0.14m
Triad . . 1762.96 0.42% 76.30% £0.20m
Vega Group . . 2336.07 40.10% 20.39% .69.00m
Vlrluallty . 1150.02 0.00% 20.00% 20.00111
Wakeoourne 161.11 45.00% 65.71% £2.05m
Zero 2071.79 0.007° 64.71% 20.00".

Note: 051 Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSl Index Is not weighted; a change In the share price at the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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A in . .
centre'stscc)hss'acquired,c
' ETRM☁paH of'Nehiirork'Stito

    

We will not bore you with a reprise of the Wakebourne/
Maddox/Wakebourne story. In Feb. 96, Wakebourne sold

part of its TPM operation and its Tetra reseller operation to

Kalamazoo. This was followed in April 1996 with the sale
of its Scala accountancy business to LSl Computer
Systems. Results for the year to 31 st Dec. 95 were largely
as bad as we had been led to expect. Revenues were up
4% at £36.7m and a loss before tax of £3.4m was reported
(compared with a PBT of £1.87m in 1994). However an

operating profit on continuing activities of £440K (1994 =
£1 .Sm) was reported.

We respect any Chairman who can admit "1995 was an
exceptionally poor year". So we hope we can have equal
respect for and confidence that "the group has made a

positive and solid start to the year with results in 01 1996

ahead of budget. The new business pipeline is growing,
particularly in cabling and the newly definednetwork service
and project areas, and accordingly trading prospects over

the coming months looks encouraging ".

EDSfarLondon quote ☁ V .1 g . 3.; .r ,
sort looksas☁if we will be adding EDSto o .rESCSi index
before too long. We were rather pleased to 'see thatzthe☂
float will take place in the summer on both the New York
andhondon markets. I ☁- 5 v ,. v ;' j
But we were surprised to hear that both Tom antler and
Geoff'carroll - who headed EDS in Normand South
Europe respectiver - resigned simultaneously this'month.
Weknow that Butler had been going after some-high profile
jobs. With Crawiord departing. (:80. perhaps ☜mega☝
outsourcing contract wins do not always mean good news.

Tescom
Tescom is an Israeli software testing company. This month
it has announced its intention of an AIM float to raise 23m.
Interesting considering that revenues in 1995 were less
than £500K. UK customers include the Stock Exchange☂s
Crest system.

      

   

1O

 

Granada Computer Services
The biggest TPM in Europe and the UK is Granada
Computer Services (GCS). Gordon Towell from Compel
was appointed as European MD last year. Before that we
had found it impossible to get any figures out of them during
the Forte battle. GCS now tells us that total revenues were
up 5% at £138m with UK revenues up 13% at £70m to
30th Sept. 95. Straight hardware maintenance revenues
were largely static at £110m. '
We have long suggested that GCS is "non-core"within the
group. But the last buying spree of DPCE, Mainstay, CFM
etc. back in the late 19805 put £200m+ ☜goodwill☝ on the
balance sheet. Rather more than GCS is likely to be worth
methinks!
But this month, GCS has started buying again. First they
acquired the field operations of Alcatel M05 in Switzerland.
Then GCS☂ disaster recovery operation, which had revenues
of c£14m in 1995, acquired Securordis ☜the leading French
disaster recovery centre for UNIX systems". No financials
were disclosed for either deal.
Then, on the 28th May, GCS agreed a 5 year alliance with
Getronlcs basically allowing it to offer a one stop shop for

multi vendor support across Europe.

Proteus
As we reported last month, Proteus hasbeen rescued by
ML Laboratories, its CEO Kevin Leach and his investment
arm Milner. A 2-for-3 rights issue at 45p raised £9.45m this
month.
Since then Proteus shares have performed well; ending May
on 74p. Indeed one analyst this month valued Proteus☂
technology at £70m or 132p per share.

P&P
P&P won a major 3 year managed services contract with
Marks & Spencer this month. Although the move away from
supply towards services should ☜result in improved gross
margins☝ in the longer term ☜the major contracts signed
recently with major corporate clients for start-up in the first
halfof the year orjust afterhave all required initial investment

in management and infrastructure". As a result operating
profit in the first half is 1☁unlikely to show much increase☝.
P&P☂s share price took this fairly well with only a 5% fall to
161 p in the month

Pa; ne

   

At one point it had been expected that Canadian SCSI

company GEAC, which had built a 3.8% stake, might
make a take over bid for troubled MDIS. However, this

month they sold most of the stake with fund managers
Schroders doubling their stake to nearly 20%. MDIS
shares were up 20% as at the end of May 96.

BULL UK
Results for BULL UK in Q1 FY1996 showed a continued
17% revenue increase with systems integration and
services up a massive 55% and outsourcing business
trebled to £10m in the quarter. The "services business

continues to go from strength to strength with a number
of high profile contracts signed with Welsh Water, Norfolk
Constabulary, Eastern Electricity and Southampton CC".
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Specialist Computer Holdings ☜is now the largest privately owned IT group in the U ☝.
Although by revenue, its rival Computacenter beats SCH☂s £318m (to 31st March 1996) with its £564m revenues to
31st Dec. 95, SCH's PBT of'£16.1m beats Computacenter's £13m. Computacenter has institutional investors,
whereas SCH is still owned almost entirely by Peter Rigby. specialist Compute.- Holdings
SCH☂s results for the year to 31 st March 1996 were simply Revenue and PBT Record

nun-v- In in.
superb. Revenues increased by 39% to £318.4m and PBT
was up 48% at 216.1 m. SCH☁s profit margin has increased
to 5.0% - about the highest in the sector. Cash of £16m
was held at the year end. Growth was right across the
board with a "super " performance at 800 (PC-based
systems integration services direct to "blue-chip" UK

corporates) where revenues increased from £114m to
£157m and PBT was up 55% at £10.5m. With the
acquisition this month of Computer Support (UK) Ltd.
(see page 10) revenues of £250m are expected for SCC
in the current year. The retail chain ~ Byte (now ranked
second only to PC World) - did not lose any money but its
contribution was "tiny". 11 stores are new trading and l a u" - ☁m
revenues increased 67% to £52.4m. The distribution ☜mm☝
operation (EHC) ☜the largest UK distributor of personal computers" boosted revenues by 28% and its profits by 53%.
There are three smaller activities:- Specialist Computer Education, Specialist Computer Services☁ payroll/data prep.
and laser printing bureaux) and Scotbyte Computer Supplies acquired in 1995. They were all profitable.

. Peter Fiigby tells us that £500m is the revenue target for SCH for FY97 - a 45% growth. He aims to be ☜a £1 billion

company at the end of the millennium". Given Rigby☁s track record there seems every chance he will achieve this.

Rigby continues to deny any imminent plans to float preferring to "stay as we are".

☁ ' undo-company☝; -, v
,, , ,. . t 5.6-, by Salés'ef PCé'and related f

H I y I ☁ itbelr'revenueis earned).- ☁ '
98! and now'e'mptbw ,1 ,650' people. eTypi'cal clients are "large corporate, and

- ' v ☂ = ☂ government organisations. Last year theyinstalled, over
: 130,099 systemunils. But. aswell as☁tlflje PCs themseIVes,
, ' Computaoenter- provides: a wide range of Vaiue☁ added
"services ludiog'Iin'stallation Services; priciest
; =manag ☁ netwmtitng services, training and

maintenance. They offer sen/ices from running help☂desks
. toiPC☂and netvliomFMJ' ☁ .
,- Finano life'sultstdrtheyearending 31St December 1995

' shows ' 22%increasetnirevenues (including the French
~ operations) to £564m,☂ operating profit up 58%at V £13.5m
I and PET tip-78% at £3! 3L0m. ☂ g

. in our opinion: at is anotherexemplary performance.
1 Indeed, Computacenter has reversed a tong term decrease
in margins. Operating .rnarginuhad slipped trom 6.2% in
19893:: ,1 .a☁vg☂sniaeott. it has improved to 2.4%. in 1995.

☜The balancefshe'et is'also very strong with cash of £17.3m
(about'the☁same as :994) at the 1995 year end.

.- . We estimate that around 80%. of revenues come from

, . l ss' rose by 37%10 mum (and an estimated 40% of Compacts sates
icrosottjbusiness grew by 38% to £15.2m. ..

V amputacenter☂s Sosljactivities are☂g'rowing ☁signi cantty and we estimate represented about £80m of
n , s gln☂cle'ed Compuljacenter' claims robe ☁fby'farthe UK☁s largest desktop systems integratoi☁and ☜one of

' g desktop bureauroingpom antes with several hundred people working permanently on sire".
s Quite successfully taming-userrima'a. SOS? cornpanyfor example; Computacenter outsourced

☁ rt; increased reVenu☂e☁s by 22% "this represented 55% of our serw☁ces revenues in 1995☜. They trained

4.0.00.0 . légetes and earned £43m ini1995r '
in Cote

  

  
   

  

     
   

 

  
    
  

  

Computacenter Limited
Revenue and PBT Record

Rel-liv- to"I!

 

   

  

  

. . . 1995 Compotacenter.cbmpleted a complex £50m Eurobond issue which put a notional value ot£110m on

I ☜☁9☁ group "mispmvided shareholders with the opportunity to realise parrot tlt'airlnvestme☁ntthrough a share repurchase
begtémm prov:va commandgrowth ratesin eXoeSS of30'.% toour initial investors. As a result, the founders have
taken'a bare in the cor'npany, with 33% now heldby external investors and 12% by staff - mainly in the term of

☁ ' a, 'o'ns". They had'planned a float in 1990 which was aborted. Every time we speak to them☁we are
at no _urt'her tloatptans are being contemplated - ☜we prefer to stay as we are".

,_ , itd , tispe'cl the market might well put a higher value than £110m on what has consistently been one of the
kpig☂s rooe successful lT companies - particularty-ii they can. further boost their SOS! revenues.
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R e c o g n i t i o n
Systems Group plc

has become just the
fourth SCSI company
to join the main market
so far in 1996 via a
placing on 29th May

1996 at 70p raising £3.26m net new money. The shares
have risen by 50%+ since and we have now added them
to our SCSI index.

Recognition had revenues of £669K in the 12 months to
31 st Mar 96 and recorded a loss of £397K. The interims
for the six months to 31st Mar. 96 showed revenue of

£245K and a further loss of £292K. Now. assuming you
are sitting down, the placing values Recognition at £18.9m.
But Recognition has fantastic potential.
It has developed intelligent software based on neural
computing used for "micro marketing☝and ☜data mining".
Favoured by financial institutions, it is supermarket loyalty

cards...and even your use of the Internet which will provide
enormous opportunities for tailored marketing. Of course,
the market is not limited to the UK.
The placing by Albert E Sharp was eight times
oversubscribed and Recognition aims to move into profit
by H2 FY97. Personally we are delighted that UK
investors, as well as US, (see Planning Sciences on this

page) understand the value of innovative technology.
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Planning Sciences was
founded in the UK in 1983

to ☜develop, market and
support financial mode/ling

software for businessm
planning and analysis".*

. m
They have Since developed
a product called Gentia to provide such operations to
distributed PCs. You may rightly criticise us for not
featuring them before. That may be because they had
revenues of just c£4m in 1994. However, it looks as if

revenues have risen by nearly 80% to c£7.2m in the year
to 31st Mar 95.

Revenues had nearly doubled in the nine months to 31 st
Dec. 95 to £8.4m with profits tripled c£450K in the period.
This month Planning Sciences decided to bypass the
London market and float on NASDAQ even though 48%
of revenues in the last full financial year was from the UK.
The NASDAQ float went well. The issues was sold at $16
(£10.67) which valued PS at £90m. Our calculator has

difficulties with such P/Es. The share price has risen since.
Comment

We really are delighted that UK SCSI companies can get
such high valuations. Although it☂s even betterwhen such
valuations are achieved in the UK. But do investors know
the difference between such companies and "boring"
operators like Admiral and Capita?

The 1996 Holway
Report will be available

from early June.
See advance copy

order form enclosed._
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Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd., 18 Great Austins,

L FARNHAM, Surrey, GU9 BJQ.

L§QEE _____4;;__;___L
System House☝ Is published monthly by Richard Holway Limited, 18 Great Austins,

 

   
   

   

_System House 12

Additional'cepies☂o'aaso'encn

JD Cheque enclosed *

725880; Email internal:100665.3460600mpuservecom which also publishes the annual 'Holway Report' and the "Software and Computing Services
Industry In Europe Report". Richard Holway Is the Chairman of Performance software Ltd. and has been a director of several computing services companies.
01996 Holway Research Associates. The Information contained In this publication may not be reproduced without the written permission of the publishers. Whilst evefy
care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained In this document. the publishers cannot be held responsible for any errors or any consequences
thereof. Subscribers are advised to take independent advice before taking any action. System House ☜4 Is a trademark of Richard Holway Limited.
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